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Abstract

Biomedical entity linking is the task of iden-
tifying mentions of biomedical concepts in
text documents and mapping them to canon-
ical entities in a target thesaurus. Recent
advancements in entity linking using BERT-
based models follow a retrieve and rerank
paradigm, where the candidate entities are first
selected using a retriever model, and then the
retrieved candidates are ranked by a reranker
model. While this paradigm produces state-of-
the-art results, they are slow both at training
and test time as they can process only one men-
tion at a time. To mitigate these issues, we pro-
pose a BERT-based dual encoder model that
resolves multiple mentions in a document in
one shot. We show that our proposed model
is multiple times faster than existing BERT-
based models while being competitive in accu-
racy for biomedical entity linking. Addition-
ally, we modify our dual encoder model for
end-to-end biomedical entity linking that per-
forms both mention span detection and entity
disambiguation and out-performs two recently
proposed models.

1 Introduction

Entity linking is the task of identifying mentions
of named entities (or other terms) in a text docu-
ment and disambiguating them by mapping them to
canonical entities (or concepts) listed in a reference
knowledge graph (Hogan et al., 2020). This is an
essential step in information extraction, and there-
fore has been studied extensively both in domain-
specific and domain-agnostic settings. Recent state-
of-the-art models (Logeswaran et al., 2019; Wu
et al., 2019) attempt to learn better representations
of mentions and candidates using the rich contex-
tual information encoded in pre-trained language
models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). These
models follow a retrieve and rerank paradigm,
which consists of two separate steps: First, the can-

didate entities are selected using a retrieval model.
Subsequently, the retrieved candidates are ranked
by a reranker model.

Although this approach has yielded strong re-
sults, owing primarily to the powerful contextual
representation learning ability of BERT-based en-
coders, these models typically process a single men-
tion at a time. Processing one mention at a time
incurs a substantial overhead both during training
and test time, leading to a system that is slow and
impractical.

In this paper, we propose a collective entity
linking method that processes an entire document
only once, such that all entity mentions within it
are linked to their respective target entities in the
knowledge base in one pass.

Compared to the popular entity linking model
BLINK (Wu et al., 2019), our model is up to 25x
faster. BLINK deploys two separately trainable
models for candidate retrieval and reranking. In
contrast, our method learns a single model that can
perform both the retrieval and reranking steps of
entity linking. Our model does not require candi-
date retrieval at inference time, as our dual encoder
approach allows us to compare each mention to all
entities in the target knowledge base, thus signifi-
cantly reducing the overhead at inference time.

We evaluate our method on two particularly chal-
lenging datasets from the biomedical domain. In
recent times, there is an increased focus on in-
formation extraction from biomedical text such
as biomedical academic publications, electronic
health records, discharge summaries of patients,
or clinical reports. Extracting named concepts
from biomedical text requires domain expertise.
Existing automatic extraction methods, including
the methods and tools catering to the biomedical
domain (Savova et al., 2010; Soldaini and Gohar-
ian, 2016; Aronson, 2006), often perform poorly
due to the inherent challenges of biomedical text:
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(1) Biomedical text typically contains substantial
domain-specific jargon and abbreviations. For ex-
ample, CT could stand for Computed tomography
or Copper Toxicosis. (2) The target concepts in
the knowledge base often have very similar surface
forms, making the disambiguation task difficult.
For example, Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a kind of
bacteria, while Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection
is a disease. Many existing biomedical information
extraction tools rely on similarities in surface forms
of mentions and candidates, and thus invariably
falter in more challenging cases such as these. Ad-
ditionally, long mention spans (e.g., disease names)
and the density of mentions per document make
the biomedical entity linking very challenging.

Contributions The key contributions of our
work are as follows.

• Training our collective entity disambiguation
model is 3x faster than other dual encoder
models with the same number of parameters
that perform per-mention entity disambigua-
tion. At inference time, our model is 3-25x
faster than other comparable models.

• At the same time, our model obtains favorable
results on two biomedical datasets compared
to state-of-the-art entity linking models.

• Our model can also perform end-to-end entity
linking when trained with the multi-task ob-
jective of mention span detection and entity
disambiguation. We show that without using
any semantic type information, our model sig-
nificantly out-performs two recent biomedical
entity linking models – MedType (Vashishth
et al., 2020) and SciSpacy (Neumann et al.,
2019) – on two benchmark datasets.

2 Related Work

2.1 Entity Linking

The task of entity linking has been studied exten-
sively in the literature. In the past, most mod-
els relied on hand-crafted features for entity dis-
ambiguation using surface forms and alias tables,
which may not be available for every domain. With
the advent of deep learning, contextual representa-
tion learning for mention spans has become more
popular. Recent Transformer-based models for en-
tity linking (Wu et al., 2019; Févry et al., 2020)
have achieved state-of-the-art performance on tra-
ditional benchmark datasets such as AIDA-CoNLL
and TACKBP 2010.

2.2 Biomedical Entity Linking

In the biomedical domain, there are many existing
tools, such as TaggerOne (Leaman and Lu, 2016),
MetaMap (Aronson, 2006), cTAKES (Savova et al.,
2010), QuickUMLS (Soldaini and Goharian, 2016),
among others, for normalizing mentions of biomed-
ical concepts to a biomedical thesaurus. Most of
these methods rely on feature-based approaches.
Recently, Zhu et al. (2019) proposed a model that
utilizes the latent semantic information of mentions
and entities to perform entity linking. Other recent
models such as Xu et al. (2020) and Vashishth et al.
(2020) also leverage semantic type information for
improved entity disambiguation. Our work is dif-
ferent from these approaches, as our model does
not use semantic type information, since such in-
formation may not always be available. Recent
studies such as Xu et al. (2020) and Ji et al. (2020)
deploy a BERT-based retrieve and re-rank model.
In contrast, our model does not rely on a separate
re-ranker model, which significantly improves its
efficiency.

2.3 End-to-End Entity Linking

End-to-end entity linking refers to the task of pre-
dicting mention spans and the corresponding tar-
get entities jointly using a single model. Tradi-
tionally, span detection and entity disambiguation
tasks were done in a pipelined approach, making
these approaches susceptible to error propagation.
To alleviate this issue, Kolitsas et al. (2018) pro-
posed a neural end-to-end model that performs the
dual tasks of mention span detection and entity
disambiguation. However, for span detection and
disambiguation, their method relies on an empir-
ical probabilistic entity mapping p(e|m) to select
a candidate set C(m) for each mention m. Such
mention–entity prior p(e|m) is not available in ev-
ery domain, especially in the biomedical domain
that we consider in this paper. In contrast, our
method does not rely on any extrinsic sources of
information. Recently, Furrer et al. (2020) pro-
posed a parallel sequence tagging model that treats
both span detection and entity disambiguation as
sequence tagging tasks. However, one practical
disadvantage of their model is the large number of
tag labels when the target knowledge base contains
thousands of entities. In contrast, our dual encoder
model can effectively link mentions to a knowledge
base with large number of entities.
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the Dual Encoder model for collective entity disambiguation. In this diagram,
the number of mentions in a document and the number of candidate entities per mention are for illustration purpose
only. The inputs to the BioBERT encoders are the tokens obtained from the BioBERT tokenizer.

3 Model

Given a document d = [xd1, . . . , x
d
T ] of T tokens

with N mentions {m1, . . . ,mN} and a set of M
entities {e1, . . . , eM} in a target knowledge base
or thesaurus E , the task of collective entity disam-
biguation consists in mapping each entity mention
mk in the document to a target entity tk ∈ E in
one shot. Each mention in the document d may
span over one or multiple tokens, denoted by pairs
(i, j) of start and end index positions such that
mk = [xdi , . . . , x

d
j ].

3.1 Encoding Mentions and Candidates

Our model consists of two BERT-based encoders.
The mention encoder is responsible for learning
representations of contextual mentions and the can-
didate encoder learns representations for the candi-
date entities. A schematic diagram of the model is
presented in Figure 1. Following the BERT model,
the input sequences to these encoders start and end
with the special tokens [CLS] and [SEP], respec-
tively.

Mention Encoder Given an input text document
[xd1, . . . , x

d
T ] of T tokens with M mentions, the

output of the final layer of the encoder, denoted
by [h1, . . . ,hT], is a contextualized representation
of the input tokens. For each mention span (i, j),
we concatenate the first and the last tokens of the
span and pass it through a linear layer to obtain the

representations for each of the mentions. Formally,
the representation of mention mk is given as

um
k = W[hi;hj] + b. (1)

Since the encoder module deploys a self-attention
mechanism, every mention inherently captures con-
textual information from the other mentions in the
document.

Candidate Encoder Given an input candidate
entity e = [ye1, . . . , y

e
T ] of T tokens, the output of

the final layer corresponding to the [CLS] token
yields the representation for the candidate entity.
We denote the representation of entity e as ve. As
shown in Figure 1, we use the UMLS concept name
of each candidate entity as the input to the candi-
date encoder.

3.2 Candidate Selection

Candidate Retrieval Since the entity disam-
biguation task is formulated as a learning to rank
problem, we need to retrieve negative candidate
entities for ranking during training. To this end, we
randomly sample a set of negative candidates from
the pool of all entities in the knowledge base. Addi-
tionally, we adopt the hard negative mining strategy
used by Gillick et al. (2019) to retrieve negative
candidates by performing nearest neighbor search
using the dense representations of mentions and
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candidates described above. The hard negative can-
didates are the entities that are more similar to the
mention than the gold target entity.

Candidate Scoring The retrieved set of candi-
date entities Ck = {ck1, . . . , ckl } for each mention
mk are scored using a dot product between the
mention representation um

k and each candidate rep-
resentation vc. Formally, for each c ∈ Ck

ψ(mk, c) = (um
k )ᵀvc (2)

3.3 Training and Inference
Loss Function and Training We train our
model using the cross-entropy loss function to max-
imize the score of the gold target entities.

Inference During inference, we do not require
candidate retrieval per mention. The representa-
tions of all entities in the knowledge base E can be
pre-computed and cached. The inference task is
thus reduced to finding the maximum dot product
between each mention representation and all entity
representations.

t̂k = argmax
e∈E

{(um
k )ᵀve} (3)

3.4 End-to-End Entity Linking
Many of the state-of-the-art entity disambiguation
models assume that gold mention spans are avail-
able during test time and thus have limited applica-
bility in real-world entity linking tasks, where such
gold mentions are typically not available. To avoid
this, recent works (Kolitsas et al., 2018; Févry et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2020) have investigated end-to-end
entity linking, where a model needs to perform both
mention span detection and entity disambiguation.

Mention Span Detection We experiment with
two different methods for mention span detection
with different computational complexity. In our
first method, following Févry et al. (2020), we use a
simple BIO tagging scheme to identify the mention
spans. Every token in the input text is annotated
with one of these three tags. Under this tagging
scheme, any contiguous segment of tokens starting
with a B tag and followed by I tags is treated as a
mention. Although this method is computationally
efficient (O(T )), our empirical results suggest that
it is not as effective as the following.

Following the recent work of Kolitsas et al.
(2018) and Li et al. (2020), our mention span detec-
tion method enumerates all possible spans in the

input text document as potential mentions. How-
ever, enumerating all possible spans in a document
of length T is prohibitively large (O(T 2)) and com-
putationally expensive. Therefore, we constrain the
maximum length of a mention span to L� T .

We calculate the probability of each candidate
mention span (i, j) as follows.

p(m|(i, j)) = σ(wᵀ
shi +wᵀ

ehj +

j∑
q=i

wᵀ
mhq)

(4)
where ws, we, and wm are trainable parameters
and σ(x) = 1

1+e−x .

Entity Disambiguation We represent each men-
tion (i, j) by mean pooling the final layer of the en-
coder, i.e., um

(i,j) =
1

j−i+1

∑j
q=i hq. During train-

ing, we perform candidate selection as described
in Section 3.2.

We jointly train the model by minimizing the
sum of mention detection loss and entity disam-
biguation loss. We use a binary cross-entropy loss
for mention detection with the gold mention spans
as positive and other candidate mention spans as
negative samples. For entity disambiguation, we
use the cross-entropy loss to minimize the negative
log likelihood of the gold target entity given a gold
mention span.

During inference, we choose only the candidate
mentions with p(m|(i, j)) > γ as the predicted
mention spans. Then, as mentioned in Section 3.3,
we determine the maximum dot product between
the mention representations and all candidate en-
tity representations to predict the entity for each
predicted mention during inference.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Datasets
Our experiments are conducted on two challenging
datasets from the biomedical domain – MedMen-
tions (Mohan and Li, 2019) and the BioCreative V
Chemical Disease Relation (BC5CDR) dataset (Li
et al., 2016). In the following, we provide some
details of these two datasets, while basic statistics
are given in Table 1.

MedMentions is a large-scale biomedical corpus
annotated with UMLS concepts. It consists of a to-
tal of 4, 392 English language abstracts published
on PubMed®. The dataset has 352, 496 mentions,
and each mention is associated with a single UMLS
Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) and one or more
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Datasets Mentions Mentions/Doc Unique Concepts Types
MedMentions 352,496 80 34,724 128
BC5CDR 28,559 19 9,149 2

Table 1: Details of the datasets used for evaluation.

semantic types identified by a Type Unique Iden-
tifier (TUI). The concepts belong to 128 different
semantic types. MedMentions also provides a 60%
– 20% – 20% random partitioning of the corpus into
training, development, and test sets. Note that 12%
of the concepts in the test dataset do not occur in the
training or development sets. For this dataset, our
target KB consists of the concepts that are linked to
at least one mention in the MedMentions dataset.

The BC5CDR corpus consists of 1, 500 English
language PubMed® articles with 4, 409 annotated
chemicals and 5, 818 diseases, which are equally
partitioned into training, development, and test sets.
Each entity annotation includes both the mention
text spans and normalized concept identifiers, us-
ing MeSH as the target vocabulary. Apart from
entity linking annotations, this dataset also pro-
vides 3, 116 chemical–disease relations. However,
identifying relations between mentions is beyond
the scope of our study on entity linking and hence,
we ignore these annotations.

4.2 Baselines

We compare our model against some of the recent
state-of-the-art entity linking models from both
the biomedical and non-biomedical domains. In
the biomedical domain, LATTE (Zhu et al., 2019)
showed state-of-the-art results on the MedMentions
dataset. However, we find that LATTE adds the
gold target entity to the set of candidates retrieved
by the BM25 retrieval method during both training
and inference.

The Cross Encoder model proposed by Lo-
geswaran et al. (2019), which follows a retrieve and
rerank paradigm, has been successfully adopted in
the biomedical domain by Xu et al. (2020) and Ji
et al. (2020). This model uses a single encoder.
The input to this encoder is a concatenation of a
mention with context and a candidate entity with
a [SEP] token in between. This allows cross-
attention between mentions and candidate entities.
We use our own implementation of the model by
Logeswaran et al. (2019) for comparison.

We also compare with BLINK (Wu et al., 2019),
a state-of-the-art entity linking model that uses

dense retrieval using dual encoders for candidate
generation, followed by a cross-encoder for rerank-
ing.

Additionally, we use the dual encoder model that
processes each mention independently as a baseline.
In principle, this baseline is similar to the retriever
model of Wu et al. (2019) and Gillick et al. (2019).

For the task of end-to-end entity disambiguation,
we compare our models with two recent state-of-
the-art models – SciSpacy (Neumann et al., 2019)
and MedType (Vashishth et al., 2020). SciSpacy
uses overlapping character N-grams for mention
span detection and entity disambiguation. Med-
Type improves the results of SciSpacy by using a
better candidate retrieval method that exploits the
semantic type information of the candidate entities.

4.3 Experimental Details

In this section, we provide details pertaining to the
experiments for the purpose of reproducibility. We
also make the code publicly available 1.

Domain-Adaptive Pretraining Recent studies
(Logeswaran et al., 2019; Févry et al., 2020; Wu
et al., 2019) have shown that pre-training BERT on
the target domain provides additional performance
gains for entity linking. Following this finding, we
adopt BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019) as our domain-
specific pretrained model. BioBERT is intitialzed
with the parameters of the original BERT model,
and further pretrained on PubMed abstracts to adapt
to biomedical NLP tasks.

Data Wrangling In theory, our collective entity
disambiguation model is capable of processing doc-
uments of arbitrary length. However, there are
practical constraints. First, the GPU memory limit
enforces an upper bound on the number of men-
tions that can be processed together, and secondly,
BERT stipulates the maximum length of the input
sequence to be 512 tokens. To circumvent these
constraints, we segment each document so that
each chunk contains a maximum of 8 mentions or
a maximum of 512 tokens (whichever happens ear-
lier). After this data wrangling process, the 4, 392

1https://github.com/kingsaint/BioMedical-EL
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Candidate retrieval method Unnormalized Normalized
Model Training Test P@1 MAP P@1 MAP
† LATTE BM25 BM25 - - 88.5 92.8
† Cross Encoder BM25 BM25 - - 91.6 95.1
Cross Encoder BM25 BM25 53.8 56.2 90.4 94.4
Dual Encoder (1 mention) DR (random) all entities 54.1 64.8 N/A N/A
Dual Encoder (1 mention) DR (random + hard) all entities 62.9 69.7 N/A N/A
BLINK DR (random + hard) DR (hard) 68.1 73.0 84.7 90.8
Dual Encoder (collective) DR (random) all entities 58.2 68.5 N/A N/A
Dual Encoder (collective) DR (random + hard) all entities 68.4 75.6 N/A N/A

Table 2: Precision@1 and Mean Average Precision (MAP) for the entity disambiguation task on the MedMentions
dataset when the gold mention spans are known. † LATTE results are copied from the original paper and always
incorporate gold entities as candidates (thus recall is always 100%). † Cross Encoder shows results in this setting as
a reference point. Models without † do not add gold entities to the candidate set. ’N/A’ stands for ’Not Applicable’.
’DR’ stands for dense retrieval.

Candidate retrieval method Unnormalized Normalized
Model Training Test P@1 MAP P@1 MAP
Cross Encoder BM25 BM25 72.1 73.1 96.8 98.1
Dual Encoder (1 mention) DR (random) all entities 76.3 82.4 N/A N/A
Dual Encoder (1 mention) DR (random + hard) all entities 84.8 87.7 N/A N/A
BLINK DR (random + hard) DR (hard) 74.7 75.6 97.2 98.4
Dual Encoder (collective) DR (random) all entities 69.0 77.2 N/A N/A
Dual Encoder (collective) DR (random + hard) all entities 80.7 85.1 N/A N/A

Table 3: Precision@1 and Mean Average Precision (MAP) for the entity disambiguation task on the BC5CDR
dataset when the gold mention spans are known. ’N/A’ stands for ’Not Applicable’. ’DR’ stands for dense retrieval.

original documents in the MedMentions dataset are
split into 44, 983 segmented documents. Note that
during inference our model can process more than
8 mentions. However, without loss of generality,
we assumed the same segmentation method during
inference. We postulate that with more GPU mem-
ory and longer context (Beltagy et al., 2020), our
collective entity disambiguation model will be able
to process documents of arbitrary length without
segmentation during training and inference.

For the other baselines, we process each mention
along with its contexts independently. We found
that a context window of 128 characters surround-
ing each mention suffices for these models. We also
experimented with longer contexts and observed
that the performance of the models deteriorates.

Hyperparameters To encode mentions, we use
a context window of up to 128 tokens for the single-
mention Dual Encoder. The candidate entities are
tokenized to a maximal length of 128 tokens across
all Dual Encoder models. In the Cross Encoder
and BLINK models, where candidate tokens are
appended to the context tokens, we use a maximum

of 256 tokens. For Collective Dual Encoder mod-
els, the mention encoder can encode a tokenized
document of maximum length 512. For all our ex-
periments, we use AdamW stochastic optimization
and a linear scheduling for the learning rate of the
optimizer. For the single-mention Dual Encoder,
Cross Encoder and BLINK model, we find an ini-
tial learning rate of 0.00005 to be optimal. For
collective Dual Encoder models, we find an initial
learning rate of 0.00001 to be suitable for both the
end-to-end and non-end-to-end settings. The ra-
tio of hard and random negative candidates is set
to 1:1, as we choose 10 samples from each. For
each model, the hyperparameters are tuned using
the validation set. For the end-to-end entity linking
model, we set the maximum length of a mention
span L to 10 tokens.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

Picking the correct target entity among a set of
candidate entities is a learning to rank problem.
Therefore, we use Precision@1 and Mean Average
Precision (MAP) as our evaluation metrics when
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the gold mention spans are known. Since there is
only one correct target entity per mention in our
datasets, Precision@1 is also equivalent to the accu-
racy. One can consider these metrics in normalized
and unnormalized settings. The normalized setting
is applicable when candidate retrieval is done dur-
ing inference and the target entity is present in the
set of retrieved candidates. Since our model and
other Dual Encoder based models do not require
retrieval at test time, the normalized evaluation set-
ting is not applicable in these cases.

4.5 Results

Entity Disambiguation We provide the results
of our experiments for the entity disambiguation
task on the MedMentions and BC5CDR datasets
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. For the MedMen-
tions dataset, our collective dual encoder model out-
performs all other models, while being extremely
time efficient during training and inference. On the
BC5CDR dataset, our method performs adequately
as compared to other baselines. Our model com-
pares favorably against the state-of-the-art entity
linking model BLINK on both datasets. Surpris-
ingly, for the BC5CDR dataset, BLINK is outper-
formed by the Dual Encoder baselines that pro-
cess each mention independently, despite the fact
that BLINK’s input candidates are generated by
this model. We conjecture that BLINK’s cross
encoder model for re-ranking is more susceptible
to overfitting on this relatively small-scale dataset.
Our model consistently outperforms the Cross En-
coder model, which reinforces the prior observa-
tions made by Wu et al. (2019) that dense retrieval
of candidates improves the accuracy of entity dis-
ambiguation models. Finally, comparisons with an
ablated version of our model that uses only random
negative candidates during training show that hard
negative mining is essential for the model for better
entity disambiguation.

Training and Inference Speed We perform a
comparative analysis of the training speed of our
collective dual encoder model with the single-
mention dual encoder model. We show in Fig. 2
and 3 that our model achieves higher accuracy and
recall@10 much faster than the single-mention dual
encoder model. In fact, our model is 3x faster than
the single-mention Dual Encoder model.

We also compare the inference speed of our
model with BLINK and the single-mention Dual
Encoder model. The comparisons of inference

Model mentions/sec
BLINK 11.5
Dual Encoder (1 mention) 65.0
Dual Encoder (collective) 192.4

Table 4: Inference speed comparison on the MedMen-
tions dataset.

Model mentions/sec
BLINK 11.5
Dual Encoder (1 mention) 87.0
Dual Encoder (collective) 402.5

Table 5: Inference speed comparison on the BC5CDR
dataset.

speed for the two datasets are presented in Tables
4 and 5, respectively. The inference speed is mea-
sured on a single NVIDIA Quadro RTX GPU with
batch size 1. We observe that our collective dual en-
coder model is 3-4x faster than the single-mention
Dual Encoder model and up to 25x faster (on aver-
age over the two datasets) than BLINK. Since our
model can process a document with N mentions in
one shot, we achieve higher entity disambiguation
speed than the single-mention Dual Encoder and
the BLINK model – both require N forward passes
to process the N mentions in a document. For
these experiments, we set N = 8, i.e., our collec-
tive dual encoder model processes up to 8 mentions
in a single pass. Note that the value of N could be
increased further for the inference phase. Caching
the entity representations also helps our model and
the single-mention Dual Encoder model at test time.
The cross encoder of BLINK prevents it from using
any cached entity representations, which drastically
slows down the entity resolution speed of BLINK.

Candidate Recall We compare the recall@10
metrics of BM25 retrieval method used in LATTE
and Cross Encoder to the dense retrieval method
used in BLINK and in our model. We present
our results in Tables 6 for the MedMentions and
BC5CDR datasets, respectively. Similar to the
observations made for BLINK and Gillick et al.
(2019), we also find that dense retrieval has a su-
perior recall than BM25. However, we observe
that the recall value of dense retrieval depends on
the underlying entity disambiguation model. For
instance, on the MedMentions dataset, our model
has much higher recall@10 than the Dual Encoder
model that processes each mention independently,
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MedMentions BC5CDR
Model Dev Test Dev Test
BM25 59.8 59.5 76.3 74.5
Dense retrieval (1 mention) 80.2 80.6 92.1 92.3
Dense retrieval (collective) 87.5 87.6 92.2 92.3

Table 6: Comparison of development and test set Recall@10 on MedMentions and BC5CDR datasets

Figure 2: Comparative analysis of training speed mea-
sured in terms of accuracy achieved in first 24 hours
of training. Both models were trained on 4 NVIDIA
Quadro RTX GPUs with 24 GB memory.

Figure 3: Comparative analysis of training speed mea-
sured in terms of recall@10 achieved in first 24 hours
of training. Both models were trained on 4 NVIDIA
Quadro RTX GPUs with 24 GB memory.

while both models are trained using a combination
of hard and random negative candidates. However,
this observation is not consistent across datasets
as we do not observe similar gains in recall@10
for the BC5CDR dataset. We will explore this phe-
nomenon in future work.

End-to-End Entity Disambiguation For the
end-to-end entity linking task, we evaluate the mod-
els with two different evaluation protocols. In the
strict match protocol, the predicted mention spans
and predicted target entity must match strictly with
the gold spans and target entity. In the partial
match protocol, if there is an overlap between the

predicted mention span and the gold mention span,
and the predicted target entity matches the gold
target entity, then it is considered to be a true posi-
tive. We evaluate our models using micro-averaged
precision, recall, and F1 scores as evaluation met-
rics. For a fair comparison, we use the off-the-shelf
evaluation tool neleval2, which is also used for
MedType. We follow the same evaluation protocol
and settings as used for MedType.

We present the results of our collective Dual
Encoder model and the baselines in Table 7. The
results show that exhaustive search over all possi-
ble spans for mention detection yields significantly
better results than the BIO tagging based method,
despite the additional computational cost. More-
over, our dual encoder based end-to-end entity link-
ing model significantly outperforms SciSpacy and
MedType. Note that there are highly specialized
models such as TaggerOne (Leaman and Lu, 2016)
that perform much better than our model on the
BC5CDR dataset. However, TaggerOne is suitable
for a few specific types of entities such as Disease
and Chemical. For a dataset with entities of various
different semantic types (e.g., MedMentions), Mo-
han and Li (2019) show that TaggerOne performs
inadequately. For such datasets where the target
entities belong to many different semantic types,
our proposed model is more effective as compared
to highly specialized models like TaggerOne.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces a biomedical entity linking
approach using BERT-based dual encoders to dis-
ambiguate multiple mentions of biomedical con-
cepts in a document in a single shot. We show
empirically that our method achieves higher ac-
curacy and recall than other competitive baseline
models in significantly less training and inference
time. We also showed that our method is signifi-
cantly better than two recently proposed biomedi-
cal entity linking models for the end-to-end entity
disambiguation task when subjected to multi-task

2https://github.com/wikilinks/neleval
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MedMentions BC5CDR
Model Partial match Strict match Partial match Strict match

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
SciSpacy 40.9 40.2 40.6 37.7 36.6 37.1 15.5 53.4 24.0 14.5 48.4 22.3
MedType 44.7 44.1 44.4 41.2 40.0 40.6 16.6 57.0 25.7 15.3 51.0 23.5
Dual Encoder (BIO tags) 44.5 37.6 40.7 41.2 34.9 37.8 29.2 31.5 30.3 10.2 10.8 10.5
Dual Encoder (Exhaustive) 56.3 56.4 56.4 52.9 53.8 53.4 76.0 74.4 75.2 74.6 73.1 73.8

Table 7: Micro Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 scores for the end-to-end entity linking task on the MedMentions
and BC5DCR datasets.

learning objectives for joint mention span detection
and entity disambiguation using a single model.
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